Abstract. This paper presents u-Photo which is an interactive digital still image including information of pervasive services associated with networked appliances and sensors in pervasive computing environment. U-Photo Tools can generate a u-Photo and provide methods for discovering contextual information about these pervasive services. Users can easily find out this information through the metaphor of 'taking a photograph'; the users use u-Photo by clicking on a physical entity in a digital still image. In addition, u-Photo makes managing information more efficient because the still image has embedded visual information. Using u-Photo and u-Photo Tools, we conducted various demonstrations and performed usability tests. The results of these tests show that u-Photo Tools are easy to learn. We also present that the time that expert uPhoto users take to find the object in piles of u-Photos is shorter than the time it take to find the object in piles of text-based descriptions.
Introduction
A principal theme of pervasive computing is the interaction between users and pervasive services. Networked devices such as networked appliances, networked sensors, and other computing-enabled everyday objects are becoming more common. This means that there are not only increasing number of devices but also incleasing the pervasive services associated with these devices.
The increase of these pervasive services now requires intuitive ways to discover and use them. Jini [8] , and UPnP [14] provide methods to discover networked appliances' services. Directory services [4] [21] also supply information about networked services. However, they don't return enough information about the services. Users need to know not only the virtual and networked information (e.g. host names, URLs, types of services) but also the links between the services' physical entities and virtual information because the pervasive services actuate or sense the physical world. Suppose that there are multiple printers in a location. How can visitors tell the network name of a specific printer? It is inconvenient if systems that supply information about the services do not show the links between network names and physical entities of the printers.
Our approach uses interactive, digital still images for intuitive service discovery and use. U-Photo is a digital still image with information of pervasive services. U-Photo uses the simple action of taking a photograph to discover pervasive services and then uses image-based intuitive GUI to use the services. Users can interact with the services anytime as long as they have the u-Photos.
In this paper, we discuss the basic concept of u-Photo, the design of u-Photo Tools for using of u-Photo, and experiments based on the prototype. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the challenges faced in our work. In Section 3, we describe the basic concept of u-Photo. Section 4 presents the design of u-Photo media and u-Photo Tools. Details about the prototype appear in Section 5. Section 6 describes the prototype experiments, which included usability tests. Section 7 presents a discussion about u-Photo. We review related work in Section 8. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 9.
Pervasive Services

Classification of Pervasive Services
We classify our target pervasive services into following three groups: environmental context sensing, appliance control, and personalization. Environmental context sensing services acquire sensor values from networked sensors. In pervasive computing environment, sensors such as ultrasound sensor, infrared ray sensor, and RF readers have network connectivity. Furthermore, networked small sensor units [3] [7] have been developed and they build sensor networks [6] . These sensors will be embedded everywhere in the environment and provide sensing services. We can acquire context information of physical world such as temperature, and brightness from these services. For instance, a user can monitor his/her room temperature from a different location. Since sensors have limited sensing areas, it is important for users to know the locations of sensors and sensing areas.
Appliance control services control networked appliances. A number of networked appliances have already released (e.g., air conditioners, microwave ovens, refrigerators, and lights) and it seems that all appliances will be networked in pervasive computing environment. We can control these appliances from mobile devices, PCs, and other input devices. One example of appliance control is controlling home appliances from the user's office.
Personalization services allow control of arbitrary appliances as if they are ours. Needs for personalization services arise when nomadic users want to reproduce a service to a different device [9] [11] [17] . Transferring media such as videos and audios is an example of a personalization service. In other words, we can say these personalization services are roaming user's tasks. Personalization service also supports applying personal settings to unfamiliar appliances. For example, the temperature at which a user feels comfortable, can be applied to each air
